Quantum dots (QDs) possess optical properties of superbright fluorescence, excellent photostability, narrow 25 emission spectra, and optional colors. Labeled with QDs, single molecules/viruses can be rapidly and 26 continuously imaged for a long time, providing more detailed information than labeled with other 27 fluorophores. While they are widely used to label proteins in single-molecule tracking studies, QDs have 28 rarely been used to study virus infection, mainly due to lack of accepted labeling strategies. Here, we report 29 a general method to mildly and readily label enveloped viruses with QDs. Lipid-biotin conjugates were used 30 to recognize and mark viral lipid membranes, and streptavidin (SA)-QD conjugates were used to light them 31 up. Such a method allowed enveloped viruses to be labeled in 2 hours with specificity and efficiency up to 32 99% and 98%. The intact morphology and the native infectivity of viruses could be furthest preserved. With 33 the aid of this QD labeling method, we lit wild-type (WT) and mutant Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) up, 34 tracked their infection in living Vero cells, and found that H144A and Q258A substitutions in the envelope 35 (E) protein didn't affect the virus intracellular trafficking. The lipid-specific QD labeling method described 36 in this study provides a handy and practical tool to readily "see" the viruses and follow their infection, 37 facilitating the widespread use of single-virus tracking and the uncovering of complex infection 38 mechanisms.
. These results indicated that QDs coupled to viruses would not separate from the envelope and 145 could stably point viruses out during virus infection, ensuring getting reliable information. 146 Then, we applied the above method to PRRSV and IAV to see how it performed when used to label other 147 enveloped viruses. It was found that almost all the QD and DyLight used to label PRRSV were colocalized 148 with each other with tM QD , tM DyLight , and ICQ values of 0.950 (± 0.022), 0.946 (± 0.022), and 0.352 (± 149 0.037), respectively ( Fig 3D and S6 Fig) . The infectious titers of biotinylated PRRSV and QD-labeled 150 PRRSV were nearly the same as that of the raw PRRSV ( Fig 3E) , suggesting that QD labeling wouldn't 151 affect PRRSV infection. When used to label IAV, the method still showed high specificity and efficiency 152 (tM QD = 0.955 ± 0.028, tM DyLight = 0.933 ± 0.027, and ICQ = 0.320 ± 0.022) ( Fig 3F and S7 Fig) with DiD labeling and the QD labeling based on covalent interactions with amino on viral surfaces [19, 34] , 154 the lipid-specific QD labeling method showed more superiority in preserving virus infectivity ( Fig 3G) . 155 These results demonstrated that the method described in Fig 1 was universally applicable for the specific, 156 efficient, and mild labeling of enveloped viruses.
157

Imaging the infection of WT and mutant JEV
158 JEV E protein on the envelope plays essential roles in the virus infection. In our previous work, site 159 mutations have been introduced to the E protein, and several amino acids were proved to be important for 160 the virus membrane fusion [35] . But their roles in virus intracellular transport remain unresolved, since it is 161 difficult to study the dynamic trafficking of viruses by traditional methods. Here we labeled the WT, H144A 162 mutant, and Q258A mutant JEV with QDs to visually analyze the effect of the two substitutions on virus 163 infection. The nearly overlapped one-step growth curves showed that QD labeling had no evident effect on 164 the infectivity of WT, H144A, and Q258A JEV ( Fig 4A) . To analyze their entry activity, the same amount 165 of WT and mutant viruses were bound to cell membranes ( Fig 4B) . After virus uptake for different time, 166 cells were transferred to 4°C and viruses remained on cell surfaces were stained with Cy3 to be 167 distinguished from the internalized viruses that was singly labeled with QDs ( Fig 4C) . By counting the 168 viruses inside cells at indicated time, it was found that after synchronization at 4°C most WT viruses entered 169 cells in the first 25 min, and the number of viruses inside cells plateaued in the next 2 hours ( Fig 4D) .
170
H144A and Q258A viruses followed similar entry kinetics to the WT viruses. Except for individual time 171 points, the amounts of mutant viruses entered cells at most time points were similar to that of the WT 172 viruses, indicating that replacing the H144 and Q258 amino acids in the E protein with alanine did not affect 173 JEV uptake into Vero cells.
174
Then, we visually analyzed the intracellular transport behaviors of WT and mutant JEV by tracking just as the motion of WT viruses (green and blue histograms in Fig 5M) . And the diffusion coefficients and 190 mean velocities of H144A and Q258A viruses in the second stage have no significant differences with those 191 of WT viruses ( Fig 5N) . These results indicated that these two substitutions in the E protein did not affect 192 the intracellular transport behaviors of JEV. We developed a lipid-specific method to mildly, readily, specifically, and efficiently label enveloped viruses 208 with QDs. The unique optical properties of QDs, the high specificity and efficiency, and the comparative 209 convenience make it superior to the DiD and DiO labeling. The advantages in convenience and universality 210 make this lipid-specific method prevail over other QD labeling methods. More importantly, since the target 211 molecules are lipids, this method is competent to label key protein-mutated viruses, which is significant for 212 in-depth study of virus infection mechanisms. And because this labeling method does not involve virus 213 propagation, it can also be used to study inactivated high virulent viruses such as HIV and Ebola virus. The 
